Sourwood Mountain/Bill Cheatham

INTERMEDIATE LINE
INTRO: Wait 16 beats
SEQUENCE: A-B-C-D-C-D-ENDING

PART A:
Glendale Step: DT(out)-H-DS(X18)-DT(out)-H-DS(X11) - RS - KICK - SL - DSRS
L R L R L R L R
- Clap - 1/4 L -
Quarter Stamp: DS-DS-STAMP-STEP-STEP-BA-SL-DS-DSRS
R R L R L R L R
& 1 8 2 & & 4 & 5 & 6 8 &

REPEAT THE ABOVE STEPS TO AGAIN FACE THE FRONT.

PART B:
L R L R R R L R
L R R R R R L
front on H-H-back on RS
Sourwood Slide: STOMP-DS-STOMP-DS-DS - 1/4 L on 1st STOMP-
L R L R

REPEAT THE ABOVE STEPS TO AGAIN FACE THE FRONT.

BRIDGE:
4 Rocking Chairs: DS-KICK-SL-DSRS - Turn 1/4 L on each-clap on each
L R R R
-kick - clap twice behind back on R

PART C:
4 Whirlwinds: DS-DTB(X18)-ROCK-BALL(rovet 3/4 L)-STEP-DR-STEP-DS-DSRS
L R L R L R L R

PART D:
Triple Kick: DS-DS-DS-KICK-SL
L
Triple Back: DS-DS-DSRS
L R
--- CLAP --- CLAP --- CLAP - CLAP
Burton Stamp: DS-Stamp-H-Stamp-H-Stamp-H - Turn 260 L ---
L R L R L R L R

STOMP Triple: STOMP-DS-DSRS
R L R

REPEAT ABOVE STEPS.

ENDING:
DS-KICK- - -2 SLAP R FOOT W/L HAND (X18)
L R
& 3 KICK-SLAP R FOOT W/R HAND (out to side)
& 4 KICK-SLAP R FOOT W/L HAND (in back)
& 5 KICK-SLAP R FOOT W/R HAND (out to side)
DSRS-KICK-SL
R L R
866 & 6

Cued By: STEVE SMITH
Georgetown, KY
Choreographer

TIME: 2:15
BPM: 125